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I am a wiggly worm.
wriggle!

Wiggle
jiggle



my tummy!

Flowers and leaves are
my favourite food. Yum

m
y in



I am a 

wiggly 

worm.

jiggle
wriggle!

Wiggle



Pitter-patter
I love the rain.

 on the leaves.



jiggle

wriggle!

Wiggle

Watch me wiggle and dance.



POO!!!
makes plants

My magic poo 

grow BIG.



and green.

I love to see my plants grow.

Yellow, red, blue



I am a wiggly worm.

   Wiggle jig
g
le       

  w
rig

gle!



Wiggle when you see me 

in the garden. jiggle

wriggle!

Wiggle



Where

   am I now?

I’m here
in my cocoon!



Oh wait!

I’m not
a wiggly     

worm!



flitter!

Flitter

flutter

I am a 

butterfly!







YAY!

Totally
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